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Artemis and the Valera Meteorite: Time to get back to work!

Martin Horejsi

The Aretemis 1 rocket is a combined effort of older projects making this state-of-the-art space
vehicle look much like a creative kid mixed all his Lego NASA sets together. [image: NASA]A
strange thing about the Valera L5 meteorite, besides landing on a cow of course, is that it
is currently crossing the bridge of time between recent and historic. October 17, 2022 marks the
50th anniversary of its fall to earth. That timespan is also the physical distance between our last
visit to the moon, and our renewed interest in the lunar landscape with the Artemis 1 rocket. As
of this writing, the first two launch attempts were scrubbed, and a third launch attempt is
scheduled for September 27th. With the crossing of all fingers, and with all nearby wood
knocked on, the rocket will launch on schedule heading out to the moon and beyond before
returning to earth by dropping a capsule carrying a trio of synthetic passengers plus one
Snoopy plush toy into the Pacific ocean under the parachutes that just days earlier were orbiting
the moon.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Aretmis-1.jpg
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The STARDUST sample return capsule sitting in the Utah mud after safely floating down to
earth after seven years in space.

However, prior to the water landing, the Orion space capsule will enter the Earth’s atmosphere
very much like a meteorite. Arriving home at 32 times the speed of sound, Artemis will push the
reentry limits of our knowledge as well as our technology. The fastest meteors enter about
seven times faster than that, but there are plenty of meteorites that arrived at the paltry speed of
only one sixth that of the speediest of meteors, or slightly faster than Artemis. But no matter
how a rock or a space capsule slices the atmosphere, the speeds are faster than we have every
returned something alive from space. The current unmanned record holder is the STARDUST
Sample Return Capsule which entered the Earth’s atmosphere at a blazing 37.6 times the
speed of sound back in 2006.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/stardustcapsule.jpg
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My slice of Valera weighs in at about 150g. Not a bad looker for a 50 year old. Welcome to club
historic you silly cow killer.

The Valera meteorite fell the same year Apollo 17 successfully went to the moon and returned.
And it would be the last time humans visited the moon until, well, maybe 2026 if all goes well
with Artemis 1, Artemis 2 and of course Artemis 3, the one to carry four humans (not just men
this time) to the moon. So even though Artemis 1 has yet to hear “Go for launch,” I hope the
return to the moon happens before more recent meteorite falls drift through time into the
category I love dearly, that of the historic witnessed fall.

Until next time….And Godspeed Artemis!
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The Story of Two Meteorites

James Tobin

I rarely have two meteorites in the process of being classified at the same time. But that is
exactly what has happened twice during recent months.

This story actually begins with a pair of meteorites that Jason Phillips and I bought a year ago
and how that transaction changed the way I wanted to do foreign purchases in the future. We
had been offered all of the eucrite stones that had been recovered from a location and also a
brachinite that was guaranteed to be a brachinite. Well, we could look at the images sent of the
eucrite stones and tell they were right with no doubt. The brachinite on the other hand was a
group of pretty weird-looking stones. And to be honest I have not had a lot of experience with
rough brachinites straight from the field. Well, we sent the money off and received the stones
and we immediately expressed some doubts about the brachinite. But we were still sure we
could get our money back since we had dealt with this dealer before and we had his
"guarantee." This is where I would insert a googlie eye emoji if it was a text message. I am
supposed to know better at my advanced age. Well, we sent off a piece of both stones to be
analyzed and I cut a thin slice to make a thin section of the "brachinite". I compared the thin
section images I took from my slide with officially recognized brachinites, but I could find no
image of a real brachinite that resembled what we had. We waited for word to come from the
classifier and sure enough, it was a terrestrial sub-volcanic rock. Not a meteorite! What a burn!
Well, you can guess where this went from there. Jason contacted the dealer and suddenly the
brachinite was the dealer's cousin's material who lives on a different planet. Our guy would try to
contact him when he could once the planets were realigned. After a few calls across the world,
we were no longer even able to contact him. We lost our money and I lost some more of my
trust in humankind.

With all that said, Jason and I continued to want to do our fun meteorite "purchase and get
classified" projects. Jason went on the search for something else we could buy. This brings us
to now. A dealer across the seas had a "lunar meteorite" for sale. The price was good and the
images looked right and there was find location information and in situ images. Everything one
could want.
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The two lunar meteorites as they arrived. Both were quite obviously lunar feldspathic breccia
stones, but no one would want to state that without a laboratory analysis.

The offer was for two stones from a new location where meteorites had never been found
before. A 90-gram stone and a 294-gram stone. Well, my hands were still burning from the
previous bad deal with the "not a brachinite" so I suggested to Jason that I would be very
interested in buying if they would send the whole stones both of them to us to get classified
before we sent the money. I realized this was going to cause the dealer tremendous culture
shock since it was against all the normal methods he was used to. And this would basically
remove any possibility of a scam. Jason was not in the mood to lose more money either. We
both thought that the images were good. That did not mean those would be the stones received.
Not surprising the dealer said, "no" initially, but then after just a couple of days he said "OK"
however, he no longer had the 90 grams stone. We were disappointed since that was the stone
we wanted to take the type specimen from. It was ideally shaped to have an end cut off. We
answered back that we would take the 294-gram stone. Then in about a day, we heard that he
had gotten the 90-gram stone back and would send both to us. So it looked like this could work
and we could pay after it was analyzed. We would also have all the material that had been
recovered so far.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/bothlunars.jpg
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After a delay much of which involved the FedEx hub in Memphis. The shipment finally made its
way to Jason. He sent me more images and in about three days I received the stones to cut.
There was no real doubt in our minds now but still being safe we did not declare the stones
lunar ourselves and pay for them. I cut off the type specimen and missed my guess in creating a
20-gram piece and made it 24.9 grams. This was heavier than we needed. With lunars and
Martians, it can get expensive to donate the type specimen. But guessing exactly where 20
grams is on an odd-shaped 90-gram stone is tough. I lapped and polished a very high water-wet-
looking face on the type specimen. We were hoping to avoid the making of a thin section and
the extra months that would require. A very highly polished face we were told would be all that
was needed. The stone had a great breccia look very typical of feldspathic lunar breccias but I
would have been happier if the type specimen face had shown at least one tiny sparkling speck
of metal. The other side of the cut did when I showed the remainder of the 90 grammer to Paul
Harris when he was over at the lab. He saw a tiny speckle of metal days later which I had
missed.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/sky%20and%20desert.jpg
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With the type specimen sent off, we prepared ourselves to wait to hear for sure that the stone
was lunar. As it turned out the wait was just three days. We got a message from the classifier
saying he was sure it was a lunar feldspathic breccia. I planned to wait for the final word after
the microprobe work before cutting the pieces into halves. But Jason said, "Go ahead and cut

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/typecutface.jpg
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them, and then we will be done." "Ok, I will" I replied. I sent him an image of the big stone chalk
marked where it balanced on a knife edge into equal pieces. We had agreed that we would cut
it for the largest polished face we could get.

I mounted the stone and cut it. On my saw that takes only 10-15 minutes even when going very
slowly for safety. The .010-inch thick blade created very little waste which of course I collected
and bottled. The big stone was identical to the small stone. It even had the same red speckled
white clasts of feldspar that I had only ever seen in the other 90-gram piece when I made the
type specimen. I took the pieces to the window and looked at them in the bright sunlight and
was rewarded with a few of those elusive tiny metal sparkles. I had no doubts now. I lapped and

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/bigbluemarked.jpg
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polished the pieces of both the big stone and the split remainder of the 90 grammer.

  
I work hard to put a high polish on all my work when that is appropriate but I wanted to get
perfect surfaces on these lunar pieces.

I took some images with my phone so I could send them to Jason. I knew that he was waiting
eagerly to see the inside of the larger stone.

I was very happy with the way the meteorite looked. It had a nice mix of white, gray, and black
clasts and though they were a little subdued now that they were polished the red speckles in
some of the white clasts were still visible. The outside had some melt pockets that I had
photographed and sent to the classifier. And since we had only split the masses into halves
Jason and I both ended up with fusion crust on our pieces. The fusion crust would not have
shown much if we had sliced up the stone. There were large patches of fusion crust on both the
90-gram and 294-gram stones. The fusion crust was not super fresh but nice. Many lunars have
no remaining fusion crust. The following images show these external characteristics.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/lunarhalves.jpg
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We got the word on July 1st that the microprobe work was done and that the stones were
indeed feldspathic lunar breccias. So with no remaining doubts and the submission going to be
made to the nomenclature committee we went ahead and paid the man overseas. Jason was
happy about this for he would not be getting calls every couple of days about how it was going.
Not having to wait for a thin section made the process quite fast. In a few days less than a
month we had heard the good word. It would have been a five to six-month process at least or
longer if a thin section was ordered. This made me again think about the need for more thin
section-making capacity in the meteorite field. I have made and sent thin sections along with
type specimens for scientists to use. I may make that a priority in the future to speed up the
process. I can if I need to produce a high-quality thin section of most meteorites in a few hours
of work. A thin section was not required for this lunar and more classifications are being done
without thin sections. But some scientists still like to use them and some characteristics show up
better in thin sections.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/smallstoneFC.jpg
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This is not a thin-section image of the lunar meteorite in this article. It is of NWA 11474 a
meteorite I have cut many times. Sometimes even with my digital and micrometer-controlled
equipment, I will make a slice too thin for sale. I will use such a mistake sliver to make a thin
section. If the stone has a sloping edge sometimes the blade will wander a bit and run downhill
slightly before it starts cutting into the stone. When this happens the slice will be a little thinner.
Lunar and Martian meteorites are cut so thin already that an error like that can make for a very
thin slice indeed. But it is perfect for a thin section. This thin section image is from a sliver
created that way. The thin section could be just a touch thinner too to be more transparent, but I
have not had time to go back and thin it down yet.

It is a fact that thin section manufacturing equipment is very expensive and the skill to make thin
sections of high quality is something that needs to be learned over a long time. But, we could
use more thin section makers who specialize in meteorites. I like to have thin sections of the
meteorites I get classified and I like to examine them and take images from them. Frankly to me
as a collector what I see in SEM images does not mean much since I have no training in
reading the images. But what I see optically in a thin section does tell me much about the stone.

The lunars are official now and have gotten the name El Milhas 001 they are the first stones of a
new dense collection area and Jason and I are pretty happy to have gotten the real name and
not a designation. Especially happy to have gotten this name with lunar feldspathic breccias.

All this was going on with the lunar meteorite when I got a text message at the Dallas airport. I
was waiting for my plane to return home from the Notkin Meteorite Collection Auction. Jason
had gotten more material than he expected of a eucrite. It was a meteorite that was currently
being classified. He asked if I wanted to buy a big stone. Well, I had the lunar to pay for soon

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/11474TS.jpg
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and I was returning from a trip that had cost more than a few dollars. But who would not want to
have a eucrite stone weighing several kilos? I was thinking about it for a while trying to justify
spending more money on meteorites when I have enough already in my collection. Jason sent
me another message and said that Steve Arnold of Arkansas was interested in splitting the
purchase with me. Now, that was good news and I said Ok to the purchase. Half as much of a
huge stone was better. It would be easier to cut and lap, and it fit the budget at that moment
better too. Steve and I sent Jason the money for each of our halves and Jason sent the stone to
me to cut in half. Rumors were floating around the meteorite world at the time about a huge
recovery of eucrite. We did not know if the stone we were buying was part of that but we knew
ours was being classified.

The big 5,123 grams stone came fast from Jason and I cut it the same day that it came. I
appeared to be a melt breccia and I emailed that guess to Steve and Jason. I smoothed the
face on Steve's half and sent it off. He was cutting his half into slices and it was going to a wire
saw cutter who had a machine big enough to do the work. I worked a couple of hours on
smoothing the face of my half and putting a fantastic polish on it. It turns out it is not the most
exciting eucrite I have ever seen but it is the largest piece of eucrite in my collection. So that is
great. I am only buying three or four meteorites a year now and this was a nice one, as of
course was the exciting lunar.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/wholeeucrite.jpg
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I had missed equal halves on the cut and I took the smaller one. Steve was going to cut up his
half and he would send me a small piece to balance the deal and pay for the postage I spent
sending the stone to the cutter. I only wanted the piece so I would have some material to make
several thin sections of the meteorite.

This eucrite is also official as of early August which worked out well for this article. It is named
Jikharra 001 a eucrite melt breccia. It was the rumored meteorite recovered with a total known
weight of as much as a metric ton. My piece is sitting on my desk and I am really happy I
acquired it.

I enjoy the purchases I make in partnership with Jason Phillips. We have lots of fun and it
creates opportunities to chat far more often than if we did not do these shared purchase/classify
projects. So now I am waiting until the next nice opportunity comes along. Maybe a fantastic
opportunity on a Martian or maybe a real brachinite will present itself. Who knows what the next
meteorite purchase will be? I am still waiting for the meteorite that falls on our small town so I
can go out and hunt in my backyard. Then the meteorite hunters of the world will come here for
great fun and fellowship. Unless I find them all. It could happen. Insert a winking eye emoji here
if you want. Goodbye until next time.
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Metal in two CL chondrites

John Kashuba

At this writing, September 2022, there are five CL, Loongana group, carbonaceous chondrites.
All are of petrologic type 3.9 or 4.

Metzler et al. defined the group in 2021.
David Weir addresses the subject well on his Coolidge page.

CL chondrites contain as much metal as do CR2 chondrites. Here are samples of two CL
chondrites showing metal inside chondrules, on chondrule rims and in their matrix.

 

 

Coolidge CL4. This was a thick slice which I had “butterflied” with one portion thin sectioned
and this portion polished on both sides.

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-03201634/document
http://www.meteoritestudies.com/protected_COOLIDGE.HTM
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/mv-1.jpg
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Metal shows well with oblique lighting.
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Under a microscope in reflected light the metal is bright white. Metal is inside the central
chondrule, around its rim and in the surrounding matrix. Portions of other armored chondrules
appear below and to the left. Coolidge CL4. Field of view is 3.6mm wide.

 

 

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/mv-4.jpg
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Adjacent chondrules, armored with metal on left and metal within on right. Coolidge CL4.
FOV=2.3mm.
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Central metal bleb surrounded by troilite. Coolidge CL4. FOV=2.3mm.
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NWA 13400 CL3.9, 2.026 gram slice from Mirko Graul.
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NWA 13400 CL3.9 thin section by David Mann.
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NWA 13400 CL3.9 thin section in transmitted light.
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NWA 13400 CL3.9 thin section in oblique reflected light to show metal.
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In reflected light, metal and troilite appear inside a chondrule and surroundings. Terrestrial
weathering has produced veins and altered some metal. NWA 13400 CL3.9. Field of view is
2.3mm wide.
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Incident light view of area above plus a little more.
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Armored chondrule in reflected light. NWA 13400 CL3.9. Field of view is 2.3mm wide.
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Same chondrule as above. Cross-polarized light. NWA 13400 CL3.9.
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Oscar Monnig

Mitch Noda

Recently, I was talking with my friend Dr. Carleton Moore, and he suggested that I write an
article about Oscar Monnig. I had always planned to write an article about him, but my
discussion with Carleton moved up the timetable of when I was going to do it. Carleton mused
that most collectors know who Ninning was, but many new collectors probably did not know who
Monnig was and should. I agreed. Carleton and I, like many in the meteorite community, want to
pass along our knowledge of meteorites, institutions and people, and their considerable
contributions to the knowledge of meteorites. I appreciated when such stories and knowledge
were passed along to me. It made collecting meteorites more enjoyable for me. I hope it does
the same for you!

Oscar E. Monnig (1902-1999) was one of the most important meteorite hunters and collectors of
the twentieth century. In 1960, Monnig introduced himself to a new hire in the TCU Geology
department, Dr. Arthur Ehlmann and asked for Dr. Ehlmann’s help in identifying many of the
“meteorwrongs” he was sent. This partnership developed into a close friendship. In the early
1970s, Monnig asked if the University would like to have his collection. Dr. Ehlmann agreed not
knowing the size of the collection. In 1999 upon the death of Monnig, TCU was bequeathed a
large sum of money for the education, care and maintenance of the collection. His meteorite
collection was one of the largest private collections in the world rivaling many museum
collections. Currently, the collection has over 1,700 different meteorites. The collection was
donated to Texas Christian University over a period of eight years. On February, 1, 2003, the
Oscar Monnig Meteorite Gallery was opened to the public with about five to ten percent of his
meteorites in his collection on display.
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My 39.2 gram slice of Round Top (b) which was cut from a much larger specimen listed in the
Oscar E. Monnig Collection catalogue. Monnig acquired the 7.16 kg stone which was the only
specimen of Round Top (b) found.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Round-Top-1.jpg
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The other side of the Round Top (b) meteorite.

The importance of the Monnig collection was not lost on the Smithsonian museum. After word
spread that the Monnig collection was going to TCU, Roy Clarke, Curator of meteorites at the
Smithsonian, asked Dr. Arthur Ehlmann, Curator of the Oscar E. Monnig meteorite collection, if
he could visit TCU to see the collection. After viewing the extraordinary collection, Roy voiced
his disappointment that the collection did not go to the Smithsonian.

In “The Oscar E. Monnig Meteorite Collection” catalog, my friend Geoff Notkin, Creative

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Round-Top-2.jpg
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Director of the catalog, owner of Aerolite Meteorites, and “Meteorite Men” fame writes, “I doubt
there is a meteorite collector in the world unfamiliar with the delicate and precise white “M”
numbers which make so many otherwise unremarkable Dimmitts, Tulias, and Tolucas
something to be treasured.”

  
A 268 gram Tulia from the Oscar Monnig collection with Monnig numbers. My specimen was
deaccessioned from the Oscar Monnig collection prior to the Oscar E. Monning Meteorite
Collection catalogue being created. The “M” with numbers following it was painted on by
Margaret and Glenn Huss when the Monnig collection was catalogued by Texas Christian
University (T.C.U.). Maragaret was H.H. Nininger’s daughter and Glenn was her husband. The
other numbers and letters were painted on by Oscar himself.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Tulia-1.jpg
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The other side of my Tulia

Sadly, today that is not true, but I hope soon that every collector recognizes the white “M”
Monnig numbers.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Tulia-2.jpg
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My 715.3 gram Dimmitt with Monnig numbers.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Dimmitt-1.jpg
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The other side of the Dimmitt.

Geoff goes on to say, “Those numbers, meticulously painted by Margaret and Glenn Huss-
daughter and son-in-law of seminal meteoriticist H.H. Nininger – distinguish the meteorites
which carry them as pieces which once resided in Oscar Monnig’s personal collection. A very
few older specimens carry two sets of numbers, the second set usually consisting of four large
upper case characters. Those figures were painted by Oscar himself and are coded references
for the names of the ranchers from whom he acquired each particular piece.”

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Dimmitt-2.jpg
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My 715.3 gram Dimmitt is listed in the Oscar E. Monnig Collection catalogue.

In late 2010, Blaine Reed obtained, from a friend of Monnig’s, some Deport irons which he
discovered had a flat spot grounded on them with a number one or two and a letter or letters
punch stamped on them. They were similar to the numbering system Nininger used. Blaine had
discovered an early Monnig numbering system which predated the painted “M” and numbers
and letters. These Deport meteorites were among the earliest specimens in Monnig’s
collection.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Dimmitt-3.jpg
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My 483.9 gram Deport with a ground flat spot and punch stamped Monnig number and letter.
The large description label was provided by Blaine Reed. I have seen many of the Deports
including photos or posting of numerous specimens. I also, at one time, owned three other

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Deport-1.jpg
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Deport Monnig labeled specimens besides this one. In my bias opinion, this specimen covered
in regmaglypts is the most aesthetically pleasing Oscar Monnig Deport with hand punch
stamped numbers and letters.
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The other side of my 483.9 gram Deport.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Deport-2.jpg
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A close up of the ground flat spot with Monnig number and letter.

Oscar Monnig was born in 1902, in Forth Worth, Texas, where he lived his entire life. Monnig

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Deport-3.jpg
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earned a law degree from the University of Texas and practiced law for a few years. He joined
the family department store business in 1928. His father and uncle started the successful
business and grew it to five department stores. He worked there, eventually becoming president
and CEO, until it was sold in 1981. Monnig was an astute businessman, and it was speculated
that he had the foresight to realize the retail world would change dramatically in the coming
years, therefore, he sold the family business of department stores. The stores were out of
business by the 1990s.

Early on, Monnig was interested in astronomy and founded the Texas Observers astronomy
club. He was also interested in meteorites and to satisfy his curiosity about them, he traveled to
the Chicago Field Museum, Amercian Museum in New York, and the Smithsonian museum to
view and discuss meteorites. Monnig became irritated when the curators at these museums
treated him as a “nobody” and did not even offer to show him a meteorite. This experience
motivated his drive to gather his own collection. He began collecting meteorites in the early
1930s, amassing one of the most significant private collections. Monnig was so enthusiastic a
collector that he had his traveling salespeople distribute self-published brochures on how to
identify meteorites with an offer to purchase any of them that were found. Monnig never turned
down a purchase of a meteorite for fear that word would spread and, he would miss the
opportunity in the future to obtain something new or rare.

Monnig retained voluminous correspondence providing a history of his collection and a glimpse
into the early times of meteoritics. Letters from farmers revealed the symbiotic relationship
between them. The farmer’s letters gratefully express how Monnig’s payment for a meteorite,
at one dollar per pound, was the largest check received on the farm that year.
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My 28.5 gram Ochansk with Oscar Monnig – Texas Christian University (“TCU”) label, and
hand painted Monning number obtained from my friend Mike Bandli. The hand painted white
“M” stands for Monnig, the “199” was his designated number for Ochansk, and the “.1” meant
this was the first Ochansk Monnig numbered – a very special meteorite.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Ochansk-1.jpg
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A close up of the small blue label with number 496 attached to the Monnig Ochansk specimen.
Dr. Marina Ivanova, Senior Scientific Researcher at the Laboratory of Meteoritics of the
Vernadsky Institute told me that the Ochansk specimen was not from the Russian Academy of

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2022/september/Ochansk-2.jpg
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Science (RAS) because the number 496 is not in the RAS database. She said, it was probably
from one of the former republics of the Soviet Union such as Estonia or Ukrania which had their
own meteorite committees and meteorite collections. They would have done their own trades of
meteorites. Monnig probably traded with one of those institutions or obtained this specimen from
someone who did trade with them. I can understand why Monnig numbered this his first
Ochansk in his colleciton since it originated with a former Soviet Union republic collection and
must have had a special place in his heart.

His main competitor was Harvey Nininger, who would later become a close friend. An example
of their collaboration and friendship was with the Leedey meteorite. The Leedey meteorite fell
on November 25, 1943 in Oklahoma. Monnig recorded the recovery of this meteorite. With the
possible exception of four stones, all of the meteorites from the Leedey fall were recovered by
Nininger and Monnig. Nininger and Monnig agreed to a fifty-fifty split on all that was found. The
largest stone weighing 45 pounds (20.4 kg) was cut in half by Nininger as a fair way to honor
the agreement. Most of the Monnig half is in the Monnig Meteorite Gallery at Texas Christian
University (TCU), and the Nininger half is in the collection at Arizona State University (ASU).
The second largest fusion covered individual weighing 4.05 kg remains in the Monnig
Collection.

Delays accentuated the Leedey meteorite which was recovered in 1943 a few months after the
fall, but it took until the 1950s for Nininger to describe it. It was not analyzed until the 1970s.
Leedey was finally published in 1997, in the Meteoritical Bulletin. Nininger and Monnig were
normally in touch with each other, but due the World War II, Monnig did not know where
Nininger was located. Unknown to both of them, they contacted the same man in Oklahoma,
about 24 hours after the fall, to obtain details trying to confirm if a meteorite fell. It was clouded
conditions when the fall occurred adding to the difficulties of confirming if a meteorite had fallen.
Monnig and Ninninger paid for ads in the local newspapers to see if they could confirm that a
meteorite fell. They also sent out mail surveys to witnesses mentioned in newspapers try to
establish a rough path of the fireball. The original reports had centered around Clinton,
Oklahoma, and had placed the loudest noises at Hammon and Leedey. Monnig mentioned,
“Without accepting anything finally, the fireball investigator must take everything at face value
(believe everything as hypothesis) until the conflicts dictate the rejection of weaker data, and
then gradually works [sic] out the facts.” The early reactions in western Oklahoma were largely
centered around airplanes. A naval training base near Clinton and the fact that airplane routes
lie across the area made many – even eyewitnesses – interpret the light and the explosion as a
falling plane. There were at least two cases of unaccounted planes in the region on that night
resulting in search parties being deployed. Finally, confirmation that a meteorite fell near
Leedey, Oklahoma, close to where an intense search was made for a plane. Monnig received a
one ounce fragment with whitish gray interior and black crust from a larger stone which told him
in a glance that it was a meteorite. Nininger also received nearly identical confirmation of a fall.
Both headed out to obtain the Leedey meteorite. They saw each a mile from Leedey, and
Nininger approached Monnig on the road. They struck their deal and recovered most of the
meteorites from Leedey. Leedey assisted in furthering our understanding of ordinary
Chondrities. Dr. Tim McCoy, Chair, Curator-In-Charge (Meteorites) Mineral Sciences at the U.S.
National Museum (Smithsonian), Dr. Art Ehlmann, Curator of the Oscar E. Monnig meteorite
collection, and Dr. Carleton Moore, Emeritus Regents Professor, Founding Director of the
Center for Meteorite Studies at ASU, wrote a paper about Leedey: “The Leedey, Oklahoma,
chondrite: Fall, petrology, chemistry and unusual Fe, Ni-FeS inclusion”.
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Carleton was friends with Nininger and Monnig. Carleton remembers Oscar Monnig as a good
businessman, and gentleman, who was always polite. Oscar would visit Carleton often at ASU.
When Oscar would come to Arizona, his wife enjoyed coming too. She would go to the
Goldwater shopping mall, while Chuck Lewis, ASU Meteorite Curator and researcher, would
pick up Oscar and bring him to ASU. Oscar would always respect everyone’s work
responsibilities. Carleton could not recall if Monnig wore a cowboy hat in the field, but said,
Oscar was a loyal Texan even though he did not look the part, and he did not eat beef like a
stereotypical Texan. Monnig taught Carleton that rather than promising money in the future for
meteorites, the best thing was to have a fist full of cash, telling the finder “this is what I will pay
for the meteorite.” This was much more effective than a promise for payment down the road.

Monnig did not have a meteorite display at his house. Carleton remembers Oscar keeping most
of his meteorites in the basement of his store in random boxes. This is where Carleton first saw
Oscar’s specimens.

Oscar is now gone. Thanks to his generosity, Oscar and his legacy live on through his
outstanding meteorite collection for all to enjoy.

For more on Oscar Monnig, please see my friends, Dr. Arnaud Mignan and Blaine Reed’s
excellent article at
https://github.com/amignan/amignan.github.io/blob/master/data/2012_Mignan%26Reed_Meteor
ite.pdf
(You may have to copy and paste this address into your browser, and then download the pdf.)
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On Hunting Preparedness and the Newest United States
Fall, Great Salt Lake, Utah

Michael Kelly

When writing about the Cranfield fall last issue I did not think I would be writing about another
fall this issue. In fact I had a completely separate and already prepared article put together
which I put on the shelf and quickly put this together in its place. I am certainly glad to have a
new fall to write about because new falls are fun and exciting, much more so than type localities
(tease just in case there isn’t another fall to be written about next issue).

The stark contrast of the photos coming from the Great Salt Lake strewn field to the previous
images from the very humid and green hunt for Cranfield points out that not all fall chases
present the same challenges and being prepared for each unique fall is something to consider.
Preparedness and gear are the topic I wanted to discuss prior to getting into the nitty gritty (and
salty) details of the new fall next.

The excitement of a new fall is contagious, it spreads and gets people of all experience levels
out into the field to hunt. The avid hunters are always around, but the enthusiast-turned-first-
time hunters and even non-meteorite folks who simply heard about the fireball on the news
show up to strewn field also. Everyone has different experience levels, but hopefully even the
ardent hunter finds something useful in the first half of this article. When I am talking about the
dynamics and preparedness to hunt i am not really talking about the ability of finding and
identifying meteorites, primarily I am talking about being equipped and prepared for the
conditions in the field. Field craft is not just about being self-sufficient but also about being as
comfortable as the environment allows so you can focus on finding.

This article is not intended to scare anyone out of hunting, just the opposite, I hope it gets folks
in the mindset, that after thinking it through a bit, they feel they can tackle a hunt in a safe and
prepared manner. Before getting into the primer on hunt preparation I want to first point out I am
no veteran hunter with just a few years of hunting under the belt, but three decades of field craft
(scouting, trail running, trekking, peak bagging and adventure racing) and a decade plus of
military time has provided ample opportunity to translate outdoor skills to hunting for meteorites.
Hopefully some of the hard learned lessons, some of which I’ve heard relatable experiences
from this current hunt and previous ones, won’t have to be learned the hard way by others due
to this article. Coming home with a rock is much less important than not coming home at all, and
outdoors know-how is what will get you home, assuming it is not an in-town fall.

TEN HELPFUL HINTS FOR HUNTS THAT AREN'T A “WALK IN THE PARK”

1. Let someone know your itinerary: You should never head out on a hunt without letting
someone who is staying behind know the details of your hunt. They should know where about
you are going and how long you intend to stay, so in case you don’t return they can alert
authorities you are missing. If you get yourself into serious trouble out in the middle of nowhere,
especially somewhere where phone service is unreliable, this is your best shot of getting help.
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2. The weather, know before you go: Knowing the weather conditions is a major factor in hunt
planning. If it has recently rained, some locations won’t even be accessible, or may require
4-wheel drive to access. Knowing what is required to get to and from the hunt start locations is
an important part of planning, getting a vehicle stuck and recovered is no fun, and can be
expensive if you can’t get it out on your own. Knowing the weather is also important in selecting
adequate clothing to protect against UV exposure, wind and rain. Knowing how hot and how
humid it will be also is key to determine things like how much water bring and how much to
consume per hour. Hot dry environments can be especially difficult as you may be perspiring
more water than you think as the rapid evaporation can be deceiving.

3. Dress for success. Adequately supportive footwear is a must, but it is also important to think
about comfort, if you end up with wet feet, or blister up, you won’t be as concentrated on the
task at hand, a light synthetic inner sock and thicker cushioned outer sock helps keep feet dry,
friction down and comfort up, after all many hunts are in actuality long hikes. Another great
concept out of the hiking world is to layer clothing. As conditions change throughout the day and
your exertion levels vary being layered eases staying comfortable and not over-heating. Finally,
if you are going to be in wet conditions leave the cotton at home, once wet it rapidly loses
insulation and takes a long time to dry, good garments made from synthetic blends or Merino
wool wick moisture better, dry faster, and stay warmer when wet, so are superior for all day
comfort.

4. Be prepared to be benighted. This is really applicable if you are hunting off the beaten path.
Sundown can creep up on you sooner than you think, especially if you are focused on the hunt.
Everything is ten times harder to do in the dark so being prepared with a flashlight with fresh
batteries is always a good idea if there is any chance you will be pushing to get the maximum
out of a day. Even better than a flashlight is a headlamp as it leave your hands free to
accomplish tasks. Likewise, if you are hunting in a remote area, and you get back to an
inoperable vehicle do you have what you need to make it through a night stuck somewhere?

5. Know the terrain: Doing a map recon on google earth goes a long way to preparing you for
the conditions on the ground. Finding out as much as you can about the terrain in the area will
allow you to be best prepared. Just like the weather, the terrain will determine what type of
vehicle will be able to get you to the site and potentially work the strewn field faster such as
bringing an off-highway vehicle, or in the case of this fall a bicycle). It also allows you to prepare
for hazards in the strewn field and to pick out prime search spots or even routes to maximize
find chances (such as setting up grid searches with the sun to your back to make visibility
higher). Doing this all from the comfort of home saves time in the field, and is more efficient.
Doing a map recon will also get you mentally prepared for how tough the terrain might be and
give you the right mindset to approximate how much ground you might be able to cover in a
given amount of time. The terrain severity will also factor into decisions like how much water to
carry as it affects exertion level.

6. Be able to navigate: Are you relying on your cell phone as a GPS? What happens if it dies or
you lose signal? If you are going to be getting out of line of sight of your vehicle having the
ability to navigate becomes a key skill in not getting lost. Being able to work a compass and do
things like triangulate a location off two known points is an invaluable skill for hunting in remote
areas.

7. Know your limits, game plan scenarios and have a backup plan: If you took a quad into a
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remote area and it breaks down can you get back both from a physical standpoint and a supply
standpoint? Will others be in the field to lend a hand? Hunting with a buddy is always a good
idea from a safety standpoint, and the same is true for knowing if others are in the strewn field
who could lend a hand. But if you are like me, sometimes you are out there not just seeking
meteorites but seeking solitude, if that is the case, knowing your limits, having a backup plan
and being self-reliant are extra important. The best time to come up with a solution is not after
the problem as occurred, but by thinking through what you would realistically do ahead of time.

8. Be prepared for the wildlife: a full day spent swatting mosquitoes is no fun, and Lyme disease
is even less fun, neither is a snake bite. Knowing what wildlife is around and what risks it
presents is always a good idea and allows you to bring the right gear such as snake gaiters,
and tick/bug spray.

9. Hydration: hydration is not just about water. Having an adequate amount of water to replenish
your body is important, but it’s just as important to replenish electrolytes lost during
perspiration. Salty snacks, electrolyte beverages or powders to add to water or salt tabs are all
ways to ensure you can replace the electrolytes you are losing.

10. Complacency: Getting complacent as experience rises is always a risk to keep in mind. The
longer the list of successful hunts (and that is success as metered by coming home issue free,
not rocks in hand) the more apt complacency is to set in.

 

THE GREAT SALT LAKE, UTAH FALL:

On the morning of August 13th, 2022 reports of a daytime fireball with associated audible
booms was reported over Salt Lake City. The details of the reports can be found in American
Fireball Network Log 4942-2022 with a couple associated videos of the fireball. NASA Meteor
Watch reported that GEOS 17 and 18 satellites picked up flash readings not related to lightning,
and put out initial estimates that the meteor broke up 30 miles above the lake, with an initial
weight of around 800 pounds and based on trajectory might be of Aten class asteroid origin.

As of the writing of this article (30 August) the hunt is still on. The following is a stone list based
on publicly announced finds:

Some of the stones display signs of orientation, contraction cracks and display primary and
secondary fusion crust.
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Hunter: Pat Branch

How many hunts have you been on? Maybe a dozen fresh falls, and 50 or so cold falls over
about 20 years of hunting.

First time finding a fresh meteorite? I have had a cold find at Lucerne Valley about 2 years ago.
But let me say it was a very long time hunting before I found my first.
How long did you hunt for this trip and how many pieces/weight did you recover? I hunted from
Thursday to Tuesday. I found one rock on Saturday which was 110.3 grams.

What is your favorite aspect of this fall/meteorite? Seeing the Great Salt Lake. Amazing that
there are places salt is 6 inches thick and the water is pink with minerals. So vast and yet a
great place for meteorites to fall.

How far away where you when you spotted your piece? I was only a few feet away as I was
walking. The only indication was a small (maybe 1 inch diameter) hole in the ground. I would not
have spotted it on a 4 wheeler unless it was barely rolling. Apparently, this part of the lakebed
was wet with rain from the night before and so of the meteorites sunk down 6-10 inches. So, I
dug out the hole and found it about 6-7 inches down.

How did you get around the strewn field? Mostly walked, although Sonny, Matt, and Roberto
provided me lifts into or out of the field on a couple of days. I have to say thank you to them as I
did still walk about 10 miles a day on most days and my feet did get blistered which prevented
me from searching more days.

What thoughts went through your head when you found your piece? After so many years and
meteor-wrongs I have picked up, it was a big emotional moment. Hard to describe unless you
have hunted for years with no luck. Someone who found a meteorite on their first or second
hunt and then went a long time without a find would not understand.

Favorite memory of the trip besides making a find? Meeting many hunters who I was Facebook
friends with but had not met in real life.

Did any of the hints mentioned above really seem applicable to this hunt or are things you apply
when preparing for a hunt? Have a buddy with planned checks certainly helped. One day I was
only planning on scouting the south end of the lake for access and only brought one bottle of
water. I ended up walking around the west side and then up to the peninsula. Now this was day
4 and my feet were already in bad shape, but I just could not resist the curiosity of seeing the
entire strewn field. I had already walked about 7-8 miles at this point and had finished my water.
I was going to turn around but called Matt who was on a 4-wheeler if he was coming in that
direction by any chance. Since he was, I decided I would go on to the end of the peninsula. I
ended up spending a few more hours out there by the time they showed up. It was a time I did
not plan to do that long a walk and then had to rely on others to help-out. If they had broken
down, I would have been in a bad situation.
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Any additional advice in terms of safety or preparedness you think would be important for others
to know? Bring plenty of water and plan with a buddy. For this fall you should have access to a
4-wheeler or dirt bike, or even a mountain bike. It is a few miles to get into the strewn field and
the field is long.

 

 

Hunter: Mark Lyon

How many hunts have you been on? Four.

First time finding a meteorite? I consider this my first time finding a meteorite. During the
Cranfield fall in April this year I found some fragments from a piece that hit the road, but Roberto
Vargas and Matt Stream found the main part of the meteorite so let people know where to look
for pieces.

How long did you hunt for this trip and how many pieces/weight did you recover? I was only able
to hunt for two days this time, and I found a single 18 gram piece. A lot of people found bigger
ones but I’m happy to have found anything.

What is your favorite aspect of this fall/meteorite? The meteorite itself is probably not that
special scientifically – I heard rumors it might be something interesting, but you tend to hear
those at a lot of falls – but although the meteorites themselves are often relatively similar (often
ordinary chondrites) what I love about the hunts is that each one is unique. Cranfield, for
example, was defined both by the difficulty of trekking through the Mississippi jungle and then
spending the nights at restaurants/bars with all the other hunters, sharing stories from our lives.
International falls have been fascinating in terms of immersing ourselves in the culture. Although
I did my share of socializing at Salt Lake (meeting Pat Branch, Mark Dayton, and Preston Allen
for the first time) for me a lot of it was a more solitary experience, walking through the terrain.
Although parts of the day were brutal (given that there was absolutely zero shade) once the sun
began to set and temperature cooled down you could really appreciate the sublime emptiness
of the vast landscape. Of course, the one commonality between all these falls has been the
sense of teamwork, of being a part of a tightly knit community with a common goal. I can’t wait
to see what the next fall will bring.

How far away where you when you spotted your piece? Closer than I would have liked to admit.
On white salt flats, you’d think they’d stick out a mile away but they get buried in holes that you
kind of have to come right upon.

How did you get around the strewn field? I teamed up with Matt Stream, Roberto Vargas, and
Preston Allen, and we used a bit of a mixed approach. We rented an ATV to get out onto the
field and we spent some time riding around on it, looking out both sides, seeing if we could spot
either a black meteorite or else a hole where it would have fallen. When we felt like all the easy
ones had been grabbed we started walking around away from our ATV to see if we could see
some more subtle signs. We also tried searching some of the rare bits of the field with actual
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greenery, figuring that people wouldn’t have searched there yet, but didn’t turn up anything
from that.

What thoughts went through your head when you found your piece?

There were some rubber bits on the strewn field, and some charcoal and blackened wood and
some other things that can fool someone from a distance, so when I first saw it I didn’t have my
hopes up. It’s kind of funny that people can be so easily tricked by a meteorwrong – even
myself – but when you find a real one you know immediately it is a meteorite.

Favorite memory of the trip besides making a find?

There wasn’t a single defining moment of this trip, but it was one of the most beautiful hunts to
be on. Whereas with other hunts there were a lot of different things to concentrate on, this was
a lot of relatively easy walking in flat land in a lot of empty space. Although I didn’t find so
much, I’m really glad I went.

Did any of the above mentioned hints really seem applicable to this hunt/are things you apply
when preparing for a hunt? I think all of it is good advice, and I think the two most important
things to keep in mind are 1: Am I relying on a vehicle? and 2: Is there any chance of getting
lost? Both were very important on this trip because several people had their ATVs get stuck in
the sand or have the battery die, and it is a several-mile walk back to civilization IF you know
where to go. Also, once you lose sight of your ATV, there were literally no nearby sight markers
to let you know where you are. A lot of the area just looks all the same.

Any additional advice in terms of safety or preparedness you think would be important for others
to know? Since a meteorite can fall anywhere, there is really no single piece of advice about
how to be prepared except to say you should familiarize yourself with the area and do your
research before getting on the plane.

 

 

Hunter: David Libuszowski

How many hunts have you been on? This was the first on a fresh fall, I have been on numerous
other hunts.

First time finding a meteorite? Yes for a new fall, but no on older falls.

How long did you hunt for this trip and how many pieces/weight did you recover? I hunted one
day, and found a 133 gram meteorite, and a 53 gram meteorite. All of the finds together, it was
find #2 and #3 for the Salt Lake Utah fall.

What is your favorite aspect of this fall/meteorite? This fall was very easy to locate visually. The
flatlands, and the terrain was light colored, so any black rocks really stuck out.
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How far away where you when you spotted your piece(s)? I was approximately 30 feet from the
133 gram find as that one was on top, and I saw the blackness of the meteorite. The 53 gram
piece I spotted when I was on top of it as it had buried itself in the mud a little.

How did you get around the strewn field? I brought my Polaris ATV/ Quad.

What thoughts went through your head when you found your pieces? Oh my God! My first fresh
fall find since hunting gold and meteorites for over 20 years. What an exciting and proud
moment. My hands were shaking, and my heart was racing…

Favorite memory of the trip besides making a find? Meeting other hunters, and getting to know
them.

Did any of the above mentioned hints really seem applicable to this hunt/are things you apply
when preparing for a hunt? Yes for example, asking someone that was already in the field what
they would bring, and they said a motorcycle or quad, so I loaded up my quad to bring out, and
was able to cover 100x more area, than on foot. I live in Las Vegas, so it is like odds, you want
the odds to be in your favor for a successful hunt/ find.

Any additional advice in terms of safety or preparedness you think would be important for others
to know? I have been prospecting and hunting meteorites since 2000, and I always learn
something new. Best advice is to ask other hunters that are local, or already hunting in the field
what they recommend to bring, besides the basics you already have bringing with you into the
field.

 

 

Hunter: Jason Whitcomb

How many hunts have you been on? This is my second.

First time finding a meteorite? No I found some Cranfield street sweeping on a Mississippi
highway.

How long did you hunt for this trip and how many pieces/weight did you recover? So far day one
248g, day two 10.5g, and days three through five were “skunktacular” (Jason was still on the
hunt when he provided these responses).

What is your favorite aspect of this fall/meteorite? The double flash on the low angle of entry
created a drawn out strewn field. Luckily the terrain is accommodating of that. By this I mean the
salt flats extend for miles and miles. The lake is exceptionally low right now allowing for more
material than would have been recovered in a wetter year.

How far away where you when you spotted your pieces? Almost right over them. There were
two generations of tracks within a stone’s throw. They were surprisingly hard to see.
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How did you get around the strewn field? At first it was a fat-tire e-bike. Now it is a Coleman
minibike. That and a lot of hoofing it.

What thoughts went through your head when you found your pieces? A long checklist of how I
am wrong and it is not a meteorite. But in my gut I knew.

Favorite memory of the trip besides making a find? The people who I got to meet and hunt with.
After that it would be the incredible lake ecology and geology.

Did any of the above mentioned hints really seem applicable to this hunt/are things you apply
when preparing for a hunt? I think every single one of them is spot on. We should call it the ten
commandments of meteorite hunting.

Any additional advice in terms of safety or preparedness you think would be important for others
to know? Be sure to savor that journey because you may never cross that finish line. Yesterday
my friend Gediminas and I searched for 11 hours in the 90f+ salty sun only to come up empty
handed.

 

 

Hunter: Mark Dayton

How many hunts have you been on? Not including the many trips to cold falls like Franconia,
Gold Basin and the DCAs, for fresh falls I have spent three weeks at Sutter's Mill (21 days),
Many trips to Novato, a few days at Creston and a two trips over five days at the Great Salt
Lake event.

First time finding a meteorite? No, I have been very fortunate to have found many, including
three at Sutter's Mill.

How long did you hunt for this trip and how many pieces/weight did you recover? Four full days
in this strewn field, mostly on foot with over 35 total miles walked across the huge expanse. I
recovered one stone weighing 484.1 grams (cleaned).

What is your favorite aspect of this fall/meteorite? This event occurred over a major, landmark
USA city and was a near miss from a direct hit on a very densely populated area. The fact that
the terrain is mostly flat and barren of vegetation made for easy hiking. For me as a historian
specializing in the 1850's California Gold Rush, it was especially fun to hike through the same
areas near the many emigrant trails that both the Mormons and pioneers traveled in over 180
years ago! We found a few 19th century bottles just laying right on top of the playa.
How far away where you when you spotted your piece? I was about 12' feet away, while
walking, when I spotted the impact crater.

How did you get around the strewn field? I mostly walked (my preference) but used an E-Bike
and an off road Electric Scooter to make access to the strewn field.
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What thoughts went through your head when you found your piece? As always when I make an
epic find, mostly just disbelief and sincere appreciation for my success. In this case it was a
surreal moment when I picked it up for the first time and saw how big it was, I looked around to
show my buddy . . . but quickly realized there were no other human beings in any direction for
many miles. I was by myself on that day.

Favorite memory of the trip besides making a find? Undoubtedly meeting Pat Branch and Mark
Lyon for the first time in person. I always enjoy the camaraderie and friendships when we all
converge on a new hunt. Getting to spend a couple full days in the strewn field with my main
hunting partner (on many hunts) Dr. Jim Baxter.

Did any of the above mentioned hints really seem applicable to this hunt/are things you apply
when preparing for a hunt? Absolutely! As many know, I am an avid adventurer and spend
plenty of days a month in the most remote areas on the planet. I have learned several lessons
the hard way and now days I may seem a bit over prepared, but to survive and thrive in remote
areas such as this one or any other requires total preparation and respect for the elements,
wildlife and topography of any area we search.

Any additional advice in terms of safety or preparedness you think would be important for others
to know? I personally use a device called a SPOT which is an emergency beacon that uses
satellite communications anywhere on the planet (with a clear view of the sky) that I can use to
not only communicate with family but request rescue in an emergency. I highly recommend a
device like this if you are planning on searching for meteorites in remote or desolate areas.
Spend as much time looking at how to survive in the terrain that you are going to search in as
you do looking at strewn field maps, etc.

 

 

Big thanks go out to the finders for contributing their thoughts words and photos, Michael Duran
for editing and Roberto Vargas for helping me with some of the front content.
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The beauty can be deceiving on just how rough hunting conditions can be.

  
A look back over the Great Salt Lake.
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Jason and Gediminas make acquaintances in the strewn field.
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Jason with his 10 gram find.
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Jason and Sonny and sweet success.
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An example of a punch through hole.
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Buried space treasure.
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A 30.46 gram stone displaying nice primary and secondary crust.
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David’s 53 gram stone in situ showing evidence its skid to a final resting position.

Getting stuck in remote places happen, self-recovery skills and a buddy are advantageous.
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A look inside of the United States newest fall.
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Mark Lyon with his find in situ.
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Close up shot of Mark Lyon’s 18 gram individual.
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Running out of water can be deadly.
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A sweet end to Pat’s 20 year long quest for a fresh fallen meteorite.
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A close up of Pat’s find.
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Maneuvering to from and through the strewn field in an efficient manner to cut fatigue.

Mark Dayton with his 484.1 gram piece.
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The 484.1 gram stone all cleaned up, showing beautiful contraction cracks.
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David with his first fresh fall recovery in hand.

 

“Authors note, although I was not able to make it out on this hunt, I was excited to get this
meteorite in hand to prepare a thin section. This was my first opportunity to make a thin section
of a yet to be classified witnessed fall, and I was happy to have a pre-classification look inside
and be able to share that with the community”
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Canyon Diablo 136.7 grams

Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts The Meteorite
Picture of the Day.

Contributed by Rick Kujawa. Photo by Craig Zlimen. Copyright (c) Craig Zlimen.
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Please support Meteorite-Times by visiting our sponsors websites.

Nakhla Dog Meteorites

Michael Blood Meteorites

The Meteorite Exchange, Inc.

Impactika

Rocks From Heaven

Tucson Meteorites

MSG Meteorites
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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